Pool Rules:

- All patrons must show Shenandoah University ID Card and sign in immediately upon arrival
- No guests will be permitted
- No one is allowed in the pool area without the presence of a certified lifeguard
- No alcoholic beverages or glass containers
  - No glass items (cups, plates, bottles, etc.) are allowed in the pool area
- No use of tobacco products including vapor and alternative nicotine products
- The maximum capacity in the pool area is 10. If capacity is reached, a two-hour time limit will be enforced based on arrival time.
- Earbuds must be worn while listening to personal music
- The following are strictly prohibited: running, pushing and unsafe play; spitting, spouting or regurgitating water; pulling, sitting, tugging or hanging on lane lines, and any other similar types of acts generally considered being unacceptable pool behavior
- Service Animals will be the only animals permitted inside the fenced area
- No users experiencing illness, skin, eye or ear infection or conditions with open wounds will be permitted in the pool
- No diving in shallow areas and where marked ‘NO DIVING’ – backflips and inward and reverse dives are prohibited
- Proper swimwear must be worn by all pool users (No jeans, athletic shorts/pants, cotton t-shirts, compression shorts or underwear) (All clothing worn must be approved by lifeguards on duty)
- Pool toys and large floats are prohibited. Kickboards and swim noodles are permitted.
- No running or rough play permitted
- Anyone violating these rules will be asked to leave the pool area
- Shenandoah University reserves the right to close the pool based on weather, water chemistry, or other circumstances that may impact the safety of the pool users, pool staff, and the Shenandoah community
- Changes in pool hours or unexpected closures will be posted at su.edu/campus-life/recreation